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Cuban Counterpoints

2005

while fernando ortiz s contribution to our understanding of cuba and latin america more generally has been widely recognized since the 1940s recently there has been renewed interest in this scholar and

activist who made lasting contributions to a staggering array of fields this book is the first work in english to reassess ortiz s vast intellectual universe essays in this volume analyze and celebrate his

contribution to scholarship in cuban history the social sciences notably anthropology and law religion and national identity literature and music presenting ortiz s seminal thinking including his profoundly

influential concept of transculturation cuban counterpoints explores the bold new perspectives that he brought to bear on cuban society much of his most challenging and provocative thinking which

embraced simultaneity conflict inherent contradiction and hybridity has remarkable relevance for current debates about latin america s complex and evolving societies

Counterpoints

2021-08-03

counterpoints a san francisco bay area atlas of displacement and resistance brings together cartography essays illustrations poetry and more in order to depict gentrification and resistance struggles from

across the san francisco bay area and act as a roadmap to counter hegemonic knowledge making and activism compiled by the anti eviction mapping project each chapter reflects different frameworks for

understanding the bay area s ongoing urban upheaval including evictions and root shock indigenous geographies health and environmental racism state violence transportation and infrastructure migration

and relocation and speculative futures by weaving these themes together counterpoints expands normative urban studies framings of gentrification to consider more complex regional historically grounded

and entangled horizons for understanding the present understanding the tech boom and its effects means looking beyond san francisco s borders to consider the region as a socially economically and

politically interconnected whole and reckoning with the area s deep history of displacement going back to its first moments of settler colonialism counterpoints combines work from within the project with

contributions from community partners from longtime community members who have been fighting multiple waves of racial dispossession to elementary school youth envisioning decolonial futures in this

way counterpoints is a collaborative co created atlas aimed at expanding knowledge on displacement and resistance in the bay area with rather than for or about those most impacted
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Handbook of Psychology, Personality and Social Psychology

2003-06-02

includes established theories and cutting edge developments presents the work of an international group of experts presents the nature origin implications an future course of major unresolved issues in the

area

Cuban Music Counterpoints

2023

this book tells readers tracing the classical music networks that cuban composers cultivated between 1940 and 1991 through examining compositions ensembles and cultural institutions with a

microhistorical approach it sets the foundation for investigating how aesthetics and politics intersected in the case studies explored throughout the book individual points of view largely determined the

degree to which composers engaged in various local and international artistic networks and these networks were constantly being nurtured and shaped by their actors who also had to contend with national

and global political and economic circumstances this chapter provides readers with working definitions of key concepts modernism avant garde experimentalism and vanguardia key figures fernando ortiz

and alejo carpentier and their contributions to the intellectual milieu that cuban composers inhabited especially the concepts of transculturation and lo real maravilloso respectively are also discussed it

contextualizes the book within existing scholarship on 20th century classical music of the americas eastern europe and the cold war as well as those dealing with cuban music and cuban studies more

broadly

Counterpoints

1999

using argentina as the main example this work examines all aspects of democracy and democratization in latin america the author illustrates many weaknesses of authoritarianism and repressive regimes

which he argues can be taken advantage of appropriately by the struggle for democracy
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Multicultural Curriculum Transformation in Social Studies and Civic Education

2021-07-12

this book focuses on multicultural curriculum transformation in social students and civic education subject areas the discussion of each area outlines critical considerations for multicultural curriculum

transformation for the area by grade level and then by eight organizing tools including content standards relationships with and among students and their families and evaluation of student learning and

teaching effectiveness the volume is designed to speak with pk 12 teachers as colleagues in the multicultural curriculum transformation work readers are exposed to things to think about but also given

curricular examples to work with or from in going about the actual concrete work of curriculum change this work supports pk 12 teachers to independently multiculturally adapt existing curriculum to create

new multicultural curriculum differentiated by content areas and grade levels and by providing ample examples of what such multicultural transformed social studies and civic education curricula looks like in

practice

Counterpoints

2010-03-08

revolving around the theme of counterpoint extensively used by edward said as the interplay of diverse ideas and discrepant experiences this book aims to explore said s contribution to the fields of

comparative literature literary criticism postcolonial theory exilic and transnational studies and socio political thought among many others overshadowed by his legitimate political positions in support to the

palestinian cause and at odds with islamophobic hostilities said s intellectual achievements in the fields of humanities and philosophical thinking should equally be acknowledged and celebrated said

articulates his notion of counterpoints through a vivid description of the composition of western classical music in the counterpoint of western classical music various themes play off one another with only a

provisional privilege being given to any particular one yet in the resulting polyphony there is concert and order an organized interplay that derives from the themes not from a rigorous melodic or formal

principle outside the work this book pays tribute to said s contrapuntal methodology as well as to his academic and humanistic legacy

Social Marketing

2008
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a systematic guide for the planning and implementation of programs designed to bring about social change social marketing third edition is a valuable resource that uses concepts from commercial

marketing to influence social action it provides a solid foundation of fundamental marketing principles and techniques then expands on them to illustrate principles and techniques specific to practitioners

and agencies with missions to enhance public health prevent injuries protect the environment and motivate community involvement new to the third edition features many updated cases and includes

current marketing and research highlights increases focus on international cases and examples provides updated theory and principles throughout intended audience recognized as the definitive textbook

on social marketing for students majoring in public health public administration public affairs environmental studies and business this book also serves as an ongoing reference and resource for practitioners

Transnational Testimonios

2018-10-04

the activist storytelling practice of testimonio long associated with latin american struggles for justice forges coalitions across social differences for the purpose of social change beyond central and south

america patricia derochery examines testimonios from a wide range of geopolitical sites including argentina egypt haiti india jamaica and trinidad as well as the united states and suggests that feminist

testimonios offer a model for cross border feminist alliance building transnational testimonios focuses on the questions of translation knowledge and power that characterize the creation and reception of

these life writings derocher demonstrates how these stories can mobilize social activism and intervene in epistemological impasses between the global north and south offering vital tools for reimagining

transnational feminist politics

Ebook: Evolving Dialogues in Multiculturalism and Multicultural Educatio n

2024-03-20

richard race has long proven that multicultural education and multiculturalism in british education are key to understanding and fostering social and community cohesion this important book builds on

decades of work adding fresh insights that reflect the complexity of social and political issues faced in the uk what race and colleagues have done is both courageous and coruscating professor paul w

miller director of the institute for educational social equity uk this edited book is a powerful curation of narratives which set out pertinent and relevant perspectives on evolving dialogues in multiculturalism

and multicultural education it is a timely comprehensive and insightful tome which will be a useful addition to any global anti racist bookshelf dr susan davis reader in diversity equity and inclusion in

education school of education and social policy cardiff metropolitan university uk multicultural dialogues are as important now as ever this volume explores narratives in education that have developed

internationally in response to changing policies and the modern world its contributions reflect on the necessity of sustained dialogue within the wider social and political sciences alongside national and
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international politics to enable more multicultural voices to be heard and to respond to the challenges of the modern world cultural diversity is a great societal strength and globalisation within education can

increase our understanding of this this edited volume comprises work by researchers from across the globe draws on real life case studies and empirical evidence consists of 20 chapters covering a range

of topics building on case studies from england turkey italy and more this text transcends national policy to ask what the core values of multicultural education truly are from policy and pedagogy to the

impact on curricula it is essential reading for students and those working across the fields of education and sociology particularly with an interest in social justice inclusion and multiculturalism richard race

is senior lecturer in education at teesside university uk and a visiting professor at sapienza university italy richard is a member of the executive board of the society of educational studies and editorial

board member of the british journal of educational studies

The Epistemology of Resistance

2013

this book explores the epistemic side of racial and sexual oppression it elucidates how social insensitivities and imposed silences prevent members of different groups from listening to each other

Jam! Amp Your Team, Rock Your Business

2009-05-18

what do the world s best bands and businesses have in common more than you d think in fact the winning teams that built microsoft disney and starbucks have much in common with the rolling stones and

u2 like a business a successful rock band is made up of both visionaries and devoted followers leaders and team players but the band only achieves success when the entire group is pulling in the same

direction when all members understand the parts they must play within the group contributing creatively and playing to their strengths that s when the hits start coming in jam jeff carlisi former lead guitarist

and songwriter of 38 special tells his own unique story of rising to the top of the charts and the business world offering one of the most fun original approaches to team building and acquired business

savvy filled with stories of the rock n roll life like that of the architect who became a guitar superstar and the multimillion selling track that almost never was this is an insider s view to making it big and the

pitfalls to avoid along the way each chapter examines a key moment in the development of a band formation early success internal crises falling out of the spotlight and demonstrates how executives can

use those lessons to crank their own businesses to eleven jam also includes insights from seasoned musicians who have played in some of the world s best known bands including the rolling stones the

eagles the allman brothers night ranger and the bands of eric clapton billy joel rod stewart joan jett and sheryl crow
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The Wiley-Blackwell Handbook of the Psychology of Leadership, Change, and Organizational Development

2016-09-06

a state of the art reference drawing on key contemporary research to provide an in depth international and competencies based approach to the psychology of leadership change and od puts cutting edge

evidence at the fingertips of organizational psychology practitioners who need it most but who do not always have the time or resources to keep up with scholarly research thematic chapters cover

leadership and employee well being organizational creativity and innovation positive psychology and appreciative inquiry and leadership culture fit contributors include david cooperrider manfred kets de

vries emma donaldson feilder staale einarsen david day beverley alimo metcalfe michael chaskalson and bernard burnes

At the Crossroads of Music and Social Justice

2023

music is powerful and transformational but can it spur actual social change a strong collection of essays at the crossroads of music and social justice studies the meaning of music within a community to

investigate the intersections of sound and race ethnicity religion gender sexual orientation and differing abilities ethnographic work from a range of theoretical frameworks uncovers and analyzes the

successes and limitations of music s efficacies in resolving conflicts easing tensions reconciling groups promoting unity and healing communities this volume is rooted in the crossroads section for

difference and representation of the society for ethnomusicology whose mandate is to address issues of diversity difference and underrepresentation in the society and its members professional spheres

activist scholars who contribute to this volume illuminate possible pathways and directions to support musical diversity and representation at the crossroads of music and social justice is an excellent

resource for readers interested in real world examples of how folklore ethnomusicology and activism can together create a more just and inclusive world

Handbook of Research on Diversity and Social Justice in Higher Education

2020-05-22

there is growing pressure on teachers and faculty to understand and adopt best practices to work with diverse races cultures and languages in modern classrooms establishing sound pedagogy is also

critical given that racial cultural and linguistic integration has the potential to increase academic success for all learners to that end there is also a need for educators to prepare graduates who will better
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meet the needs of culturally diverse learners and help their learners to become successful global citizens the handbook of research on diversity and social justice in higher education is a cutting edge

research book that examines cross cultural perspectives challenges and opportunities pertaining to advancing diversity and social justice in higher education furthermore the book explores multiple concepts

of building a bridge from a monocultural pedagogical framework to cross cultural knowledge through appropriate diversity education models as well as effective social justice practices highlighting a range of

topics such as cultural taxation intercultural engagement and teacher preparation this book is essential for teachers faculty academicians researchers administrators policymakers and students

Northern Irish Poetry

2014-08-18

through discussion of the ways in which major northern irish poets such as john hewitt seamus heaney michael longley louis macneice and derek mahon have been influenced by america this study shows

how northern irish poetry overspills national borders complicating and enriching itself through cross cultural interaction and hybridity

Point-counterpoints on the Conservation of Big-leaf Mahogany

1999

studies of election campaigns have shown an increased employment of websites weblog tools email and social media by political campaigners as well as the use of similar platforms by citizens to find

information communicate about elections or engage more generally in political issues this comprehensive volume explores the ways in which social media is used on the one hand as a campaigning tool

and on the other by local citizens it aims to develop a more holistic and eurocentric research agenda by capturing both supply and demand practices at the european level the authors employ both single

and multination case studies furthering debates on how political actors and voters embrace the new information and communication environment in what ways and for what purposes the book offers new

perspectives on social media campaigning within european democracies thereby contributing to a more global and comprehensive understanding of how campaigning is affected and might be enhanced by

developing an interactive digital strategy this book will be of great interest to students of both politics and media studies it was originally published as a special issue of the journal of information technology

politics
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Social Media Campaigning in Europe

2020-06-04

this edited collection focuses on africentric social work practice providing invaluable assistance to undergraduate students in developing foundational skills and knowledge to further their understanding of

how to initiate and maintain best practices with african canadians in social work education and field practice students will benefit from the depth and breadth of this book s discussions of social health and

educational concerns related to black people across canada the book s contributors present a broad spectrum of personal and professional experiences as african canadian social work practitioners

students and educators they address issues that african canadians confront daily which social work educators and potential practitioners need to understand to provide racially and culturally relevant

services the book presents students with an invaluable opportunity to develop their practical skills through case studies and critical thinking exercises with recommendations for how to ethically and

culturally engage in african centred service provision

Africentric Social Work

2021-05-31T00:00:00Z

critical race theory is an emerging transdisciplinary race equity methodology that originated in legal studies and is grounded in social justice critical race theory questions the very foundation of the liberal

order including equality theory legal reasoning enlightenment rationalism and neutral principles of the constitutional law it deals with a broad perspective that includes economics history context group and

self interest feelings and the unconscious further study on this theory is required to understand its various implications across fields implications of marginalization and critical race theory on social justice

raises awareness of racial justice and social equity by discussing the history and future directions of critical race theory across disciplines the book considers how the theory can be applied in various areas

such as education psychology political science and law covering topics such as dehumanization social discrimination and victimization this reference work is ideal for social psychologists lawyers political

scientists researchers scholars historians academicians practitioners instructors and students

Implications of Marginalization and Critical Race Theory on Social Justice

2023-07-19
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through a wide range of international and interdisciplinary case studies this book develops the notion of legacy and in particular living legacy that is it explores power relations in the context of time as a

means to considering and challenging social injustice legacies of social injustice are very frequently erased denied or declared redundant framed by the concept of legacy this book does not conceive

legacy as simply referring to relics of the past or to cultural heritage practices and artifacts instead the book focuses upon living legacies understood as ongoing actively engaged in the re constitution of

power relations and influential in the development of alternative political imaginaries through a variety of studies from many different contexts including indigenous trauma in australia displacement in beirut

women travellers in scotland and heteronormativity in hollywood the book draws not only upon historiographic sociological legal political cultural and other disciplinary approaches but also specifically makes

use of feminist and postcolonial perspectives foregrounding the legacies of inequality and marginalisation it contributes to a re thinking of power and social change in ways that together suggest potential

means for unsettling and reimagining such legacies this book will appeal to an interdisciplinary range of readers with interests and concerns in the broad area of social justice but especially to those

working in sociolegal studies sociology gender studies indigenous studies and politics

Living Legacies of Social Injustice

2023-08-14

fundamental world changes that simultaneously undermine a nation state s charisma and promote the rise of a supra national system have wide ranging effects upon national states within a modern global

society my dissertation empirically examines the effects of social and cultural globalization on systems of mass schooling which are central institutions in every country globally primary and secondary

education initially emerged as the premier tool for nation states to create a unified national citizenry loyal to their country and socialized into a common cultural tradition i examine the extent to which this

original nationalizing purpose of schooling is challenged by the increased emphases on universal human rights and diversity in civic education the analyses consist of two sections hierarchical linear models

are used to analyze a unique primary data source of 521 social science textbooks from 74 countries during the period 1970 2008 these findings show a worldwide increase in emphasis on human rights

and increases in discussions of diversity in well established liberal democracies cross national quantitative analyses are complemented by a qualitative case study of social science curricula in british

columbia bc which examines nation building within a context of strong emphasis on diversity and human rights the bc study utilizes currently approved high school citizenship education textbooks as well as

older textbooks dating back to 1871 it also draws on a selection of historical documents including ministry of education reports curricular frameworks and high school exit exams process wise i find the

incorporation of human rights and diversity reflects macro level changes in national and global society content wise i find four main approaches to reconciling ideas of human rights and diversity with

national identity 1 framing human rights and multiculturalism as part of national identity 2 using pedagogical approaches that promote multiple perspectives and individual agency 3 celebrating social and

scientific figures and accomplishments as the source of national pride and 4 drawing on exogenous sources to affirm state legitimacy this study is one of the first to theorize that civic education worldwide is

moving away from a national focus and to provide empirical evidence of this trend a key implication is that educational systems are being repurposed from their original goal of constructing a unitary
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national citizenry to a new view emphasizing human diversity and equality in a globally interconnected world further students are increasingly taught that the global civil society and non state actors are

important and legitimate agents of social change

Human Rights, Diversity, and National Identity

2011

syed hussein alatas and critical social theory decolonizing the captive mind offers a variety of historical religious and philosophical perspectives into the significance of syed hussein alatas life and thought

today

Syed Hussein Alatas and Critical Social Theory

2022-11-21

genocide not only annihilates people but also destroys and reorganizes social relations using terror as a method in genocide as social practice social scientist daniel feierstein looks at the policies of state

sponsored repression pursued by the argentine military dictatorship against political opponents between 1976 and 1983 and those pursued by the third reich between 1933 and 1945 he finds similarities not

in the extent of the horror but in terms of the goals of the perpetrators the nazis resorted to ruthless methods in part to stifle dissent but even more importantly to reorganize german society into a

volksgemeinschaft or people s community in which racial solidarity would supposedly replace class struggle the situation in argentina echoes this after seizing power in 1976 the argentine military described

its own program of forced disappearances torture and murder as a process of national reorganization aimed at remodeling society on western and christian lines for feierstein genocide can be considered a

technology of power a form of social engineering that creates destroys or reorganizes relationships within a given society it influences the ways in which different social groups construct their identity and

the identity of others thus shaping the way that groups interrelate feierstein establishes continuity between the reorganizing genocide first practiced by the nazis in concentration camps and the more

complex version complex in terms of the symbolic and material closure of social relationships later applied in argentina in conclusion he speculates on how to construct a political culture capable of

confronting and resisting these trends first published in argentina in spanish genocide as social practice has since been translated into many languages now including this english edition the book provides

a distinctive and valuable look at genocide through the lens of latin america as well as europe
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Genocide as Social Practice

2014-05-14

the issue of social justice has been brought to the forefront of society within recent years and educational institutions have become an integral part of this critical conversation classroom settings are

expected to take part in the promotion of inclusive practices and the development of culturally proficient environments that provide equal and effective education for all students regardless of race gender

socio economic status and disability as well as from all walks of life the scope of these practices finds itself rooted in curriculum teacher preparation teaching practices and pedagogy in all educational

environments diversity within school administrations teachers and students has led to the need for socially just practices to become the norm for the progression and advancement of education worldwide in

a modern society that is fighting for the equal treatment of all individuals the classroom must be a topic of discussion as it stands as a root of the problem and can be a major step in the right direction

moving forward research anthology on instilling social justice in the classroom is a comprehensive reference source that provides an overview of social justice and its role in education ranging from

concepts and theories for inclusivity tools and technologies for teaching diverse students and the implications of having culturally competent and diverse classrooms the chapters dive deeper into the

curriculum choices teaching theories and student experience as teachers strive to instill social justice learning methods within their classrooms these topics span a wide range of subjects from stem to

language arts and within all types of climates pk 12 higher education online or in person instruction and classrooms across the globe this book is ideal for in service and preservice teachers administrators

social justice researchers practitioners stakeholders researchers academicians and students interested in how social justice is currently being implemented in all aspects of education

Research Anthology on Instilling Social Justice in the Classroom

2020-11-27

the roles of school leaders are ever expanding along with the increase comes heightened expectations to create and sustain school environments that embrace the cultures of all students and families to

accomplish this optimally inclusive learning culture and climate school leaders must possess the acumen to view all aspects of their responsibilities through a culturally responsive lens hence culturally

responsive leadership culturally responsive leadership for social justice and academic equity for all offers a multi faceted approach to culturally responsive leadership as it connects the concept to the

various responsibilities of school leaders the book also challenges school leaders to see the connective and comprehensive nature of culturally responsive leadership in their daily duties and responsibilities

introduces the concept of culturally responsive leadership and its benefits for all students and prompts and initiates an educational leadership mindset that seeks to explore the impact of culturally

responsive leadership further covering key topics such as equity school culture and professional development this premier reference source is ideal for administrators policymakers researchers scholars
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academicians practitioners instructors students preservice teachers and teacher educators

Culturally Responsive Leadership for Social Justice and Academic Equity for All

2023-08-07

this book was conceived to fill a gap in the study of events and festivity with a research oriented events management text the book focuses on exposing underpinning theoretical frameworks and draws

upon international case studies to help explain various event phenomena it intentionally considers events from a research perspective generating insights into the principal methodological approaches

employed to produce empirical data while drawing attention to the future research needs of the field of event management the book begins with an exploration of the social issues impacts and

developments in events research it then moves on to analysing economic and management aspects surrounding research into the events industry addresses issues of technology and tools and concludes

with more political and policy oriented chapters to highlight research into the main debates in the public sector and sphere the book has 15 chapters and a subject index

Research Themes for Events

2013-10-25

harness social media to land your dream job for anyone looking for a first job exploring a career change or just setting up for future success social media sites are proven platforms for facilitating

connections demonstrating passions and interests and ultimately landing the job job searching with social media for dummies enables you to harness the power of the internet to research and identify job

opportunities and then create a strategy for securing a position job searching with social media for dummies features in depth coverage of topics such as creating effective online profiles and resumes to

sell your strengths maintaining your online reputation and ensuring that employers who google you like what they find and understanding electronic etiquette using the power of personal branding and

building your brand online avoiding common pitfalls such as jumping into filling out a social media profile without a strategy getting to know twitter the only real time job board with literally thousands of jobs

posted daily using social media sites to uncover opportunities in the hidden job market ahead of the competition and much more shows you how to easily harness social media sites advice on how to brand

yourself online covers all of the latest and most popular social media sites google twitter facebook linkedin and more if you re a recent graduate changing careers or have been away from the job search

scene for a while turn to the trusted guidance and expert insight of job searching with social media for dummies
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Job Searching with Social Media For Dummies

2011-09-06

this is an open access book ichess started in 2018 the last four sessions of ichess have all been successfully published ichess is to bring together innovative academics and industrial experts in the field of

humanities education and social sciences to a common forum and we achieved the primary goal which is to promote research and developmental activities in humanities education and social sciences and

another goal is to promote scientific information interchange between researchers developers engineers students and practitioners working all around the world 2022 5th international conference on

humanities education and social sciences ichess 2022 was held on october 14 16 2022 in chongqing china ichess 2022 is to bring together innovative academics and industrial experts in the field of

humanities education and social sciences to a common forum the primary goal of the conference is to promote research and developmental activities in humanities education and social sciences and

another goal is to promote scientific information interchange between researchers developers engineers students and practitioners working all around the world the conference will be held every year to

make it an ideal platform for people to share views and experiences in humanities education and social sciences and related areas

Proceedings of the 2022 5th International Conference on Humanities Education and Social Sciences (ICHESS 2022)

2023-01-13

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the second international conference on online communities and social computing ocsc 2007 held in beijing china july 2007 in the framework of the 12th

international conference on human computer interaction hcii 2007 it covers designing and developing on line communities as well as knowledge collaboration learning and local on line communities

Online Communities and Social Computing

2007-08-24

for anyone seeking to create meaning out of life inspire others with publication of research discoveries and insights and help the world become a better place within which to live and work action research

holds great promise as an approach the challenge is to do it well and with rigor the handbook is a magnificent collection of articles that will help the reader do all of that richard e boyatzis case western

reserve university and esade this second volume will be a welcome extension of the landmark first volume of the sage handbook of action research it effectively secures the field s second wave in a
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particularly powerful and creative articulation of well theorised practice it could not be more timely for a fast growing field that has attracted recent appreciation from parties as disparate as shell 3m

australian aboriginal women in outback australia working to prevent harm to children and the secretary general of the un yoland wadsworth for anyone thinking about or doing action research this book is

an obligatory point of reference if any one text both maps the action research paradigm and at the same time moves it on this is it bill cooke manchester business school building on the strength of the

seminal first edition the the sage handbook of action research has been completley updated to bring chapters in line with the latest qualitative and quantitative approaches in this field of social inquiry peter

reason and hilary bradbury have introduced new part commentaries that draw links between different contributions and show their interrelations throughout the contributing authors really engage with the

pragmatics of doing action research and demonstrate how this can be a rich and rewarding reflective practice they tackle questions of how to integrate knowledge with action how to collaborate with co

researchers in the field and how to present the necessarily messy components in a coherent fashion the organization of the volume reflects the many different issues and levels of analysis represented this

volume is an essential resource for scholars and professionals engaged in social and political inquiry organizational research and education

The SAGE Handbook of Action Research

2013-03-26

organizations change they grow they adapt they evolve the effects of organizational change are important varied and complex and analyzing and understanding them is vital for students academics and

researchers in all business schools the routledge companion to organizational change offers a comprehensive and authoritative overview of the field the volume brings together the very best contributors

not only from the field of organizational change but also from adjacent fields such as strategy and leadership these contributors offer fresh and challenging insights to the mainstream themes of this

discipline surveying the state of the discipline and introducing new cutting edge themes this book is a valuable reference source for students and academics in this area

The Routledge Companion to Organizational Change

2012-10-02

organizations change they grow they adapt they evolve the effects of organizational change are important varied and complex and analyzing and understanding them is vital for students academics and

researchers in all business schools the routledge companion to organizational change offers a comprehensive and authoritative overview of the field the volume brings together the very best contributors

not only from the field of organizational change but also from adjacent fields such as strategy and leadership these contributors offer fresh and challenging insights to the mainstream themes of this

discipline surveying the state of the discipline and introducing new cutting edge themes this book is a valuable reference source for students and academics in this area
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The Routledge Companion to Organizational Change

2011

during the half century preceding widespread school integration black north carolinians engaged in a dramatic struggle for equal educational opportunity as segregated schooling flourished drawing on

archival records and oral histories sarah thuesen gives voice to students parents teachers school officials and civic leaders to reconstruct this high stakes drama she explores how african americans

pressed for equality in curricula higher education teacher salaries and school facilities how white officials co opted equalization as a means of forestalling integration and finally how black activism for

equality evolved into a fight for something greater than equal integrated schools that served as models of civic inclusion these battles persisted into the brown era mobilized black communities narrowed

material disparities fostered black school pride and profoundly shaped the eventual movement for desegregation thuesen emphasizes that the remarkable achievements of this activism should not obscure

the inherent limitations of a fight for equality in a segregated society in fact these unresolved struggles are emblematic of fault lines that developed across the south and serve as an urgent reminder of the

inextricable connections between educational equality racial diversity and the achievement of first class citizenship

Greater than Equal

2013-08-01

this second edition of the handbook of the sociology of mental health features theory driven reviews of recent research with a comprehensive approach to the investigation of the ways in which society

shapes the mental health of its members and the lives of those who have been diagnosed as having a mental illness the award winning handbook is distinctive in its focus on how the organization and

functioning of society influences the occurrence of mental disorder and its consequences a core issue that runs throughout the text concerns the differential distribution of mental illness across various

social strata defined by status characteristics such as gender race ethnicity socioeconomic status and age the contributions to this volume shed light on the social cultural and economic factors that explain

why some social groups have an elevated risk of disorder they also address the social repercussions of mental disorder for individuals including stigmatization within the larger society and for their families

and social networks the second edition of this seminal volume includes substantial updates to previous chapters as well as seven new chapters on the individual s experience of mental illness the

medicalization of mental illness age aging and mental health religion and mental health neighborhoods and mental health mental health and the law and public beliefs about mental illness
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Handbook of the Sociology of Mental Health

2012-07-16

this is an open access book the 2023 international conference on applied psychology modern education icapme 2023 was held in kunming china on 22 24 september 2023 the conference mainly focused

on applied psychology modern education and other research fields to discuss it aims to provide an international cooperation and exchange platform for experts and scholars in mental health and modern

education and enterprise development to share research results discuss existing problems and challenges and explore cutting edge technologies the conference sincerely invites experts and scholars from

domestic and foreign universities and research institutions to participate and authors to submit manuscripts to icapme 2023

Proceedings of the 2023 International Conference on Applied Psychology and Modern Education (ICAPME 2023)

2023-12-16

this book addresses key topics in social theory such as the basic structures of social life the character of human activity and the nature of individuality drawing on the work of wittgenstein the author

develops an account of social existence that argues that social practices are the fundamental phenomenon in social life this approach offers new insight into the social formation of individuals surpassing

and critiquing the existing practice theories of bourdieu giddens lyotard and oakeshott

Social Practices

1996-09-13

this handbook outlines the current state of research in social studies education a complex dynamic challenging field with competing perspectives about appropriate goals and on going conflict over the

content of the curriculum equally important it encourages new research in order to advance the field and foster civic competence long maintained by advocates for the social studies as a fundamental goal

in considering how to organize the handbook the editors searched out definitions of social studies statements of purpose and themes that linked or divided theory research and practices and established

criteria for topics to include each chapter meets one or more of these criteria research activity since the last handbook that warrants a new analysis topics representing a major emphasis in the ncss

standards and topics reflecting an emerging or reemerging field within the social studies the volume is organized around seven themes change and continuity in social studies civic competence in pluralist
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democracies social justice and the social studies assessment and accountability teaching and learning in the disciplines information ecologies technology in the social studies teacher preparation and

development the handbook of research in social studies is a must have resource for all beginning and experienced researchers in the field

Handbook of Research in Social Studies Education

2010-04-15

drawn from twenty five years of the magazine this abundant collection contains a generous sampling of the very best writing from the new criterion featuring the judgments of our generation s most astute

and entertaining observers

Counterpoints

2007

drawing on 15 months of ethnographic research in one of the most under developed regions in the caribbean island of trinidad this book describes the uses and consequences of social media for its

residents jolynna sinanan argues that this semi urban town is a place in between somewhere city dwellers look down on and villagers look up to the complex identity of the town is expressed through uses

of social media with significant results for understanding social media more generally not elevating oneself above others is one of the core values of the town and social media becomes a tool for social

visibility that is the process of how social norms come to be and how they are negotiated carnival logic and high impact visuality is pervasive in uses of social media even if carnival is not embraced by all

trinidadians in the town and results in presenting oneself and association with different groups in varying ways the study also has surprising results in how residents are explicitly non activist and align

themselves with everyday values of maintaining good relationships in a small town rather than espousing more worldly or cosmopolitan values

Social Media in Trinidad

2017-11-21
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